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Introduction :
Consumption Stories
The creation of the modern world of high mass
consumption is a central theme in economic, social,
and cultural history. A story that can be studied at
many levels and from many disciplinary
perspectives, it poses challenging methodological
and empirical issues.2 Within this large story,
historians have found many transitions in
consumption, more than a few of which they have
proclaimed as revolutions. It has been argued, for
example, that an eighteenth century “consumer
revolution” was crucial both to the industrial
revolution and to the American Revolution.3
Although there are conceptual and empirical
reasons to doubt this particular “consumer
revolution,” patterns of consumption were
nevertheless important ; and the effort to
understand them takes us deeply into the workings
of household economies. Indeed, changes in the
allocation of time and resources within the
household were a fundamental part of the shaping
of developed economies.4
Among the early major changes in
consumption was the diffusion of demand for the
principal groceries : sugar, tea, tobacco, and coffee.
Imported to Europe from far away, these
commodities, along with cotton, were the staples of
an expanding Atlantic, and even global, world of
exchange, in which much production came from
new, increasingly slave-based, economies. Between
1650 and 1750, all of these new groceries became,
for British society, commodities of mass
consumption; that is, in Carole Shammas’s useful
definition, commodities imported in sufficient
volume to be consumed on a daily basis by 25 per
cent of the adult population.5 As the prices of these
commodities fell substantially, their wider diffusion
was stimulated. Yet prices alone do not seem to
explain rising consumption of goods that at one
time had not been consumed at all. Nor did coffee,
tea and tobacco provide calories ; they represent
choice based on taste.6 Alcohol, the subject of this
paper, was in most of Europe primarily a domestic
product, not an import, and it had direct food value.
Still, studies of these imported groceries offer ideas
and context for understanding alcohol consumption.
In the history of consumption, just knowing
what was consumed and by whom poses
challenging research questions. Many kinds of
documents, including aggregate trade data,
probate records, diaries, art and images, account
books, and anecdotal evidence, have been used
with sophistication, as have artifacts. Each also has
limitations. For example, anecdotes may represent
the atypical, not the typical ; trade data cannot
reveal variations within a society in patterns of
consumption ; and probate records, which have
become the prime source for detailed research in
the field, can answer only some kinds of questions.
Much of the evidence is also biased to the affluent,
powerful, and literate. Among all the sources, retail
account books have actually been among the least
used, in a systematic way.7 Yet they give
information directly on individuals, from a much
wider social spectrum than other sources. They are
of particular value in researching commodities that
disappear in consumption, such as groceries, which
are visible, both in probate records and as artifacts,
only through the utensils associated with them. 
The increasingly rich literature on substantive
issues and research methods in consumption
history has had some impact on Canadian history,
but less than might be expected. Canadian social
and economic history has focused far more on
production and exports than on demand and
consumption, which are often taken as given. For
the colonial era, despite useful studies of some
individual stores based on account books, we have
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2hardly begun to see the larger contours of the
history of consumption in Canada.8
Village Stores
My research on consumption is framed by a
continuing interest in patterns of exchange in rural
Upper Canada and by a desire to see what can be
learned about ordinary households from the many
sets of village store accounts that survive. My
current research program addresses consumption
through the purchasing patterns of structured
samples of customers, at selected stores and in
selected years. By linking buyers to the manuscript
census (or, in early years, lists of householders and
local tax records), it is possible to associate
purchases with household structure, land holdings,
location, occupation, and other variables.9
Although my data have been gathered from as
early as 1808 and as late as 1881, analysis has thus
far focused mainly on data from 1861, which was
made the base year of the study because of the
census and the availability of good records then
from five village stores in the two counties I have
targeted. In 1861, these stores had many
similarities in the goods they sold. At all, a small
group of principal customers accounted for a
relatively large share of sales to the whole sample.
Farmers, the principal occupational group in the
samples, tended to be under-represented among
the largest accounts, many of which were those of
artisans and even labourers, who often bought
produce that farmers were more likely to produce
for themselves. Some artisans also bought inputs
for their own production. Such men sold their
products and work within the local economy,
sometimes to the store which had extended them
credit, but often not. Their prominence in the retail
accounts suggests, indeed, that exchange in the
country may be better understood in terms of
multiple, overlapping networks than as a single,
hierarchical merchant-centred one.10
The latter image is the more usual one for such
stores in rural society. It is widely accepted in
Canadian history that exchange at the local level
was fundamentally unequal, dominated by
merchants who possessed local monopolies and
used their power over credit to manipulate the
terms of exchange to ensure the subordination of
ordinary producers to them. Even in the preliminary
analysis of my 1861 data, however, only a few
customers have been found whose accounts
suggest they made most or all of their purchases at
a single store.11 Nothing suggests they were weaker
or more dependent than other customers. Nor is
there evidence that prices for goods purchased by
customers varied as stories of manipulation imply.
This is not to say that class did not matter, or that
merchants were not powerful in local society. But it
already seems clear that central elements of the
usual story of unequal exchange are just not true. 
Finding that stores did not have monopolies is
frustrating for an attempt to use store accounts to
get a clear sense of overall consumption patterns of
ordinary pioneer farmers. If the accounts are to be
useful, in fact, a more nuanced approach to them is
required. That is where this paper comes in. Alcohol
has been selected for initial analysis because it is
the subject of so many stories of pioneer
consumption. As there were no sales of alcohol in
1861 by any of the five stores sampled, this is also
the first occasion to think about it during the
present project.
Consumption Stories
about Early Upper
Canada
In advice literature, reminiscences, outside
observers’ descriptions, and other literary sources
on Upper Canada, there are many “consumption
stories,” anecdotes about what people bought,
sold, made, and did in pioneer society.12 In the
stories told about life in the settlement era, there
are two predominant, and contrasting, images : one
of a time of independence and self-sufficiency, of
simple abundance and happiness ; the other of
frontier society as a place of isolation and, often,
almost unbearable deprivation.13
Of few commodities are there more
consumption stories than alcohol.14 These portray
alcohol as both a drug, reflecting the darkness of
the frontier, and as part of the life of a colourful,
sociable pioneer community. Selected quotations,
about British North America and the United States,
provide some of the typical stories about alcohol.
“The harsh environment, illiteracy, poor
transportation and communication links, the
strenuous nature of work, the availability of
cheap liquor and the customary use of alcohol
for social, recreational, festive and medicinal
purposes, all tended to encourage a reliance
on booze. Drinking was a regular part of
home, work and play.”15
“By almost any standard, Americans drank not
only near-universally but in enormous
quantities. Their yearly consumption at the
time of the Revolution has been estimated at
the equivalent of three-and-a-half gallons of
pure, two-hundred proof alcohol for each
person… After 1790, probably in response to
anxieties generated by rapid and unsettling
social and economic change, American men
began to drink even more. By the late 1820s
their imbibing had risen to an all-time high of
almost four gallons per capita.”16
“[I]n British North America nearly every family
kept a bottle in the house to ‘treat’ guests and
workmen, and community gatherings
witnessed heavy drinking among all levels of
society. Liquor was simply considered an
absolutely normal accompaniment to
whatever men did in groups. Before the late
1820s the only people who worried about
heavy drinking were a few New England
clergymen... In Upper Canada bush drudgery
and high grain yields together produced a
society as inebriated as that in Ireland and
Britain.”17
“Whisky was often served to the family
including the children, at breakfast. For the
pioneer confronted with long hours of hard
physical labour, alcohol was served as a
stimulant ; most community efforts such as the
building ‘bees’ were fueled by the ever-present
pail of whisky ; liquor flowed at wakes and
weddings ; court cases held in the local inns
were often settled with the assistance of the
‘ardent spirits’ ; banquets and dinners were
noted for their many toasts. Men of position
and even some clergymen were often ‘under
the influence’ towards the end of the day.
Drunkeness was not considered a sin unless it
significantly interfered with one’s duty or
occupation...”18
“[Alcohol] ... was the surest, quickest way for
the isolated farmer, the bush worker, and the
village claustrophobic to escape his environs.
The long hours of manual labour, often alone
or in the company of the same small family
group, day in and day out, the omnipresent
silence when out of doors, the cramped
quarters indoors, especially in December,
January and February, all dictated that a
person sometimes had to hear a fair and
inspiriting musik [sic], conveyed to him by
alcohol.”19
In short, alcohol was abundant, cheap, and a
normal accompaniment to work and leisure, a part
both of daily work routines for many men (and
perhaps some women) and of public events such as
bees, elections and militia musters. It was
consumed at the innumerable pioneer inns and
taverns20 and when visitors were received at home.
It was often consumed to the point of drunkenness.
A variation on these stories derives from the
literature on unequal exchange, in which alcohol
was introduced into the lives of hitherto self-reliant
people, converting them to new habits and
ultimately to dependency.
3“For each merchant, rum was an important
arm in the struggle with his competitors but,
for the merchants as a class, liquor was just as
important as a vehicle for making contact with
the peasant economy and for expanding their
foothold in the precapitalist world of rural
French Canada. While Jacobs and the others
were flooding the Richelieu in a tide of cheap
rum, other Canadian merchants were finding
alcohol just as useful in securing a share of the
fur trade with the interior Indians, and for
similar reasons.”21
How much was consumed has been variously
estimated. A commonly cited estimate is the one
given by Larkin, 4 gallons per person per year by
the 1820s, although when others use this figure
they are not always as clear on the strength of
alcohol that is meant. If that rate is for the whole
population, as “per person” implies, the
consumption of adult males would have been
radically larger, given the relative youth of colonial
populations and anecdotal evidence that alcohol
was more commonly a man’s drink. Certainly a
higher rate is implied by James Moreira, who
suggests that “[in] seaport, garrison, and lumbering
towns… a ‘moderate’ drinker consumed a half pint
of rum every day.”22 At a rate of about 3 pints per
week, annual consumption might amount to close
to 20 gallons. 
Such stories about alcohol consumption raise
many questions. For example, how did any work
get done, why did people with limited means waste
money on alcohol, and what interest did employers
have in plying workers with such substantial
quantities of drink? Some of the tales are, in fact,
suffused with the moral assumptions of the
temperance literature. But is there any other way to
learn about pioneers and alcohol? It is premature
to say there is, but exploring these issues through
retail accounts offers, at least, a different avenue
into the question.
Yonge Mills 
in 1808, 1828
The data for this study derive from two samples of
customers of a store at Yonge Mills a short distance
inland from the St. Lawrence River in Yonge
Township, and about 14 kilometres west of
Brockville, an important town in early Upper
Canada.23 (Coincidentally, Upper Canada’s first
temperance society was organized in 1828 in
Bastard Township, which adjoins Yonge to the
north.) The mill here had been built before 1806 by
Charles Jones (1781-1840), second son of Ephraim
Jones, a prominent local Loyalist, originally from
Massachusetts.24 When he entered this business,
Charles Jones already had a store in Brockville and
was himself becoming a leading figure
in the region ; later he represented it in
the Legislative Assembly (from 1820 to
1828) and he was then appointed to
the Legislative Council. The mill was a
major commercial establishment that
brought much wheat from elsewhere
in Upper Canada ; as its daybooks and
toll records show, the mill was also
patronized by local farmers. In the
1830s, and likely sooner, the mill had
links with at least two nearby
distilleries, which it supplied with mill
by-products (called “whisky stuff”), in
one case in return for a share of the
whisky produced.25
Yonge, just west of the initial Loyalist
settlements in Upper Canada, was opened early
and by 1808 its population was approaching 1000,
according to that year’s census ; by 1828, its
population was close to 1300. Assessors in 1808
counted almost 100 farms with 20 or more acres of
land under culture, and it is evident that forests also
provided a substantial element of the area’s
economy. Most houses were, however, built of
round logs, the standard house for the first
settlement generation.
Data have been gathered on purchases at the
store during two 12-month periods, September
1808 to August 1809, and July 1828 to June 1829.
In each period, the store had just over 200
customers, of whom about two-thirds can be
definitely linked to the contemporary local tax
and/or census rolls (Table 1) ;26 most of those linked
resided in Yonge Township, although a few were
located in Elizabethtown, the next township to the
east. From the linked group, a structured sample of
about 50 was drawn for each year, to which
another group of about 25 was added from the
unlinked ; the samples include 6 women (4
unlinked) in 1808, and 5 (2 unlinked) in 1828. 
Alcohol Sales
In both of the years studied, five kinds of alcohol
(brandy, rum, spirits, whisky, and wine) were sold at
the store, about the same total quantity of alcohol
was purchased by the sample, and the value of
alcohol sales equalled just over 14% of total sales
(Table 2). Such continuities do not suggest a rise in
consumption, such as some tales of the origins of
the temperance movement imply. Alcohol sales
were recorded in gallons, quarts, and occasionally
pints ; purchases of more than one quart might be
shown either as several quarts or as fractions of
gallons. For some analytic purposes it is helpful to
keep these units distinct ; data on total volumes,
however, are presented in quarts. Prices varied
during the year, notably in a large swing up and
Cheminements Conférences
Table 1
Yonge Mills Samples, 1808, 1828
1808-9 1828-9
Sept. to Aug. July to June
Customers 204 218
Linked customers 140 (69%) 143 (66%)
Sample (total) 73 77
linked 48 50
unlinked 23 25
possibly linked 2 2
(note: possible links = name duplications)
Table 2
Alcohol Sales at Yonge Mills Store
(1808-9, 1828-9)
1808-1809 1828-1829
buyers volume value buyers volume value
(qts) (sh) (qts) (sh)
brandy 11 31 78 16 28 63
rum 49 534 1130 25 84 104
spirits 30 152 337 1 4 7
whisky 10 66 141 51 675 445
wine, port 8 11 40 8 9 34
total 54 794 1726 56 800 653
total, all sales 12203 4480
% alcohol 14.1% 14.5%
Note: transactions valued at 7/11 are included in values for 1808-9, although volumes for these sales are not known. 
5 shillings (Halifax currency) = $1.00
4down during 1808-9 (Table 3),27 but contrary to
many images of country stores, they did not vary by
customer, and often not in relation to quantity
purchased either. For much of the winter of 1808-
9, there was a small discount (about 1.5 d per
quart) in the price of gallon lots of rum, but
otherwise the price of a gallon was typically four
times the price of a quart of whisky or rum at the
same time. 
Wine and brandy were the most expensive and
least frequently purchased products.28 Unlike many
products in this period, their prices did not decline
much in the interval between years studied (Table
3). “Spirits” were a higher quality rum, as their
higher price suggests.29 In the summer of 1809,
when there was no price differential, it seems
possible that only one (presumably better) quality
of rum was stocked. In 1808-9, rum was the
principal form of alcohol sold ; sales of whisky,
despite its lower price, occurred during a period
when rum sales had virtually stopped, as if the store
was out of stock of the latter. The concentration of
brandy sales in less than two months suggests that
it was not available after October 1808. By 1828,
such inventory considerations seem unlikely to have
been a concern, as all products were sold during
much of the year. By then, whisky,
a local product, had largely
replaced rum as the main form of
alcohol sold. In the 20-year
interval, both rum and whisky
prices had fallen substantially, rum
to 1/3 (25¢) per quart and whisky
to just 7.5 d (12.5¢) per quart.30
Almost 75% of the sample
made at least one alcohol purchase
in each year, but volumes
purchased varied widely among
customers. At the low end of the
range, nine customers in each year
bought just one or two quarts. The
other extreme was Levi June, who
in 1808-9 purchased 57 quarts of
rum, spirits, and brandy, worth in
total over 107 shillings. The ten
largest customers then accounted
for half of all alcohol purchases
(Table 6). Twenty years later, the
single largest purchaser, James
Adams, bought 45 quarts,
including all five products sold,
worth just over 43 shillings ; in this
year the ten largest buyers
accounted for around 40 % of
alcohol sales. 
From data on purchases, it is
impossible to know where alcohol
was consumed, or by whom (e.g.
whether at home or elsewhere, at
work or at leisure, alone or with
friends). Nor is it possible to know
about alcohol purchased at other
stores and at taverns. No customer
is recorded as buying alcohol in
every month of either year, and
many purchased other goods in
months they bought no alcohol.
When not buying here, did they
buy elsewhere? Or did they have
“dry” periods when they did not
drink ? Could customers have
afforded to buy all year at the rate they did in peak
periods? It is not possible to answer such questions
definitively, but close reading of the information on
sales can suggest something about patterns of
alcohol consumption. From the standard stories,
two kinds of retail purchases might be expected. 
The first, for bees and collective community
activities, should appear as large volume
purchases.31 In 1808-9, 8 different customers made
at least one purchase of 2 or more gallons, Jabish
Andrews making the largest one, 6 gallons of
whisky on 19 May (Table 4). These transactions
were more frequent twenty years later, when a
Table 3
Monthly Alcohol Sales, Yonge Mills
(quarts, shillings/qt)
(1808-9, 1828-9)
month brandy rum spirits whisky wine
qts s/qt qts s/qt qts s/qt qts s/qt qts s/qt
1808-9
Sept. 14 2.5 150 1.7 4 2.2 3 4.0
Oct. 17 2.5 36 1.8 26 2.3 1 4.0
Nov. 77 2.0 14 2.4
Dec. 65 2.1 9 2.6
Jan. 26 2.4 3 3.2 1 4.0
Feb. 42 2.7 3 2.8 1 4.0
Mar. 42 2.7 9 2.9
Apr. 60 2.7
May 12 2.7 40 2.0 
June 1 2.8 25 2.3 
July 13 2.0 1 2.3 
Aug. 24 2.0 71 2.0 5 2.5
Total 31 534 152 66 11
1828-9
July 10 1.2 109 0.6 1 3.8
Aug. 28 1.3 94 0.6 2 3.8
Sept. 2 2.4 14 1.3 80 0.6 2 3.8
Oct. 3 2.3 2 1.3 17 0.6 2 3.8
Nov. 1 2.4 5 1.3 46 0.6 1 3.8
Dec. 4 2.3 5 1.3 48 0.6
Jan. 1 2.4 6 1.3 4 1.7 25 0.6 1 3.8
Feb. 1 2.2 4 1.3 45 0.7
Mar. 3 2.2 7 1.3 42 0.8
Apr. 9 2.3 19 0.6
May 4 2.2 1 1.3 119 0.7
June 2 1.3 31 0.6
Total 28 84 4 675 9
Note: columns may not add because of automatic rounding.
5larger portion of all sales was in gallons ; 18 buyers
in 1828-9 made at least one purchase of 2 or more
gallons, the largest transactions involving Peter
Trickey, with 4 gallons of whisky and 2.75 gallons of
rum on 18 September 1828, and James Adams,
who bought 8 gallons of whisky during one week
in May 1829. Such transactions occurred all year,
but in 1828-9 with particular frequency in summer
months (July-September and May), when outdoor
work was likely to be at its peak.32 These data are
consistent with a pattern of bees or other large
scale social and work events. 
The second type of purchase, for daily domestic
and work-related consumption, might also appear
as occasional large purchases but would be most
obvious in frequent buying of smaller amounts.
Clearly some men drank frequently and
substantially, as can be seen in the transactions of
the 10 largest buyers in each year (Table 5). In total,
however, none of these customers bought (from this
store at least) anything like the 70 or more quarts
implied by a daily rate of a half-pint per day. But 19
of the 20 reached an approximate equivalent, 6 or
more quarts in a month, two of them in four
different months, five in three months, and nine in
two.33 In 1808-9, for example, Jabish Andrews
bought 11 quarts of rum in the 25 days beginning 1
November ; the other Andrews (probably his
brother) bought 6 quarts of whisky in 12 days in
June; Joseph Christmas bought 13 quarts of spirits
and rum in 18 days in August ; Jeremiah Coughran
bought 11 quarts in 22 days between 21 September
and 12 October and another 10 quarts in the month
after 24 October. Equivalent periods are evident in
the accounts of Samuel Tollman, Daniel Patterson,
and Henry Plum. In 1828-9, there were similar cases,
such as the 7 quarts of whisky bought by A.
Thomson in 9 days early in July, followed by another
13 quarts in 11 days in late July and early August.
Francis Russe bought 2 gallons of whisky on 4 July,
a gallon of rum on 5 July, a quart of whisky just 4
days later, and from time to time thereafter several
quarts of whisky in periods of a few days. All of
Antoine Busea’s 28 quarts of rum and whisky were
purchased in less than 4 weeks in July and August.
These and other cases certainly tend to confirm the
stories of sustained alcohol consumption by at least
some people in pioneer society. 
On the other hand, and although we must
assume that they also made purchases elsewhere, it
is at least possible that not even these men drank
at the same rate all year. For example, some of
them were frequently in the store in periods when
they bought little or no alcohol. In 1808-9,
Coughran bought three quarts of rum between
December and February, but there were
transactions on his account on 15 other days in
those three months. Russe bought 3 quarts of
whisky between November 1828 and February
1829, but there were 18 days in those months
when he made other purchases. Busea’s account
recorded other kinds of purchases in eight of the
ten months after the alcohol purchases stopped. 
To understand such purchasing patterns, it is
useful to pursue information on the buyers
themselves, through their overall purchasing and in
census and assessment lists (Table 6). Of the 20
principal buyers (10 in each year), 14 can be
definitely linked to the census, although some
information is lacking for a few. We know that 6 of
the largest customers in 1808-9 held land and that
only one had as much as 10 acres under cultivation.
In 1828-9, 3 were landholders, including one with
10 acres cultivated and another, Peter Trickey, with
over 90 acres, one of the largest farms in the
township. With the exception of Trickey, tax
assessments were modest, ranging in the two years
from £5 to £64. The information on household
structure does not suggest that principal buyers
headed complex households with a number of
adult male members. 
At the other extreme in the store’s alcohol
market were customers who bought no alcohol at
all (Table 7). In both years those in this group who
are known to have held land averaged around 30
acres under culture ; such holdings made for
substantially higher average tax assessments.
Neither average misrepresents the distribution of
the group. In fact the evaluations of 6 of the 9 non-
purchasers who were assessed in 1808 were higher
than any of the 7 principal buyers of alcohol. With
the exception of Peter Trickey, the same pattern
held in 1828-9. Of the 11 women with their own
accounts in the two sample periods, only 2 bought
any alcohol.34
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Table 4
Alcohol Purchases of 2 or More Gallons
Yonge Mills, 1808-9, 1828-9
1808-9 1828-9
Ryan, D. 05-Sept. rum 2.00 gal Russe, F. 04-July whk 2.00 gal
Cronk, P. 08-Sept. rum 2.00 gal Webster, W. 08-July whk 4.00 gal
Seaman, C. 12-Sept. rum 4.25 gal Warren, B. 11-July whk 2.00 gal
June, L. 21-Sept. rum 2.00 gal Bradley, S. 19-July whk 2.50 gal
Cronk, P. 22-Oct. sp 3.00 gal Thomson, A. 21-July whk 2.00 gal
Trickey, G. 03-Nov. sp 2.00 gal Guild, H. 29-July whk 2.00 gal
Seaman, C. 02-Dec. rum 3.00 gal Guild, H. 06-Aug. whk 2.00 gal
Powers, N. 31-Dec. rum 2.00 gal Redman, J. 09-Aug. whk 3.00 gal
Tollman, S. 06-Feb. rum 2.00 gal Busea, A. 13-Aug. whk 2.00 gal
Cronk, P. 17-Apr. rum 2.50 gal Trickey, P. 18-Sept. whk 4.00 gal
Andrews, J. 19-May whk 6.00 gal Trickey, P. 18-Sept. rum 2.75 gal
June, L. 18-Aug. sp 3.00 gal Tenant, W. 19-Sept. whk 2.00 gal
Bradley, S. 22-Sept. whk 3.00 gal
Nail, J. 04-Nov. whk 4.00 gal
Mallory, E. 04-Dec. whk 2.00 gal
Guild, H. 17-Dec. whk 2.00 gal
Griffin, G. 27-Feb. whk 3.00 gal
Dewoolf, D. 27-Apr. whk 2.00 gal
Purvis, G. 28-Apr. whk 2.00 gal
Adams, J. 04-May whk 2.00 gal
Adams, J. 04-May whk 2.00 gal
Adams, J. 06-May whk 2.00 gal
June, J. 09-May whk 3.50 gal
Adams, J. 11-May whk 2.00 gal
Lathen, L. 12-May whk 3.00 gal
Armstrong, C. 29-May whk 3.00 gal
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8A further difference between the leading
buyers and those who bought no alcohol is in the
size of their accounts. Only 4 of the 19 non-
purchasers in 1808-9 had an account as large as
the value of just the alcohol purchased by the 10th
ranked buyer, Caleb Seaman Jr. ; and the total of all
19 accounts (714/-) was less than the total account
of Peter Cronk alone. In 1828-9, there was some
overlap in the range of accounts for the two
groups, but accounts for 11 of the 20 who bought
no alcohol were still less than the 20 shillings spent
on alcohol by the 10th ranked buyer, James Brown;
and the accounts of 6 of the 10 leading buyers of
alcohol exceeded even the largest of the accounts
of the “non-purchasers”. 
This comparison of extremes suggests a
correlation between alcohol purchases and the
overall size of an account. If all the larger accounts
(taken here as 50/- or more per year in total
purchases) are considered together, that pattern
holds relatively well in 1808-9 (Figure 1). Only 5 of
these accounts, the largest less than 200/-, bought
no alcohol, and there is at least a broad tendency
for larger accounts to have larger alcohol purchases
too.35 Such a pattern is at most imperfectly visible in
1828-9 (Figure 2). At the lower prices prevailing
then, a number of accounts under 50/- bought
enough alcohol that they need to be represented in
a summary graph (the threshold for Figure 2 is 10
quarts of alcohol). Every 1828-9 account over 100/-
included some alcohol, but quantities and account
sizes are less obviously correlated than 20 years
earlier. To the information summarized in these
figures, it should be added that many customers’
accounts, especially among moderate purchasers of
alcohol, have extended periods when no alcohol
was among the items debited to accounts. 
The apparently negative association between
large purchases of alcohol on the one hand and
established farming and assessed wealth on the
other implies that alcohol was somehow related
more to non-farm than to farm work. Such a
conclusion would also be consistent with my
evidence for 1861 that it was particularly among
labourers and artisans that the largest retail
accounts were found. An alternative, that farmers
made their own alcohol, cannot be ruled out ; it is
not easy, however, to see economic advantages to
such domestic production, when the price of
whisky was as low as in the 1820s.36
Table 6
Principal Alcohol Buyers: Some Details
(1808-9, 1828-9)
household land total alcohol
link men cultiv. total assess't vol val total alc/total
size 16+ acres acres value qts (s) account (%)
(£) (s)
1808-9
Andrews, J. y 4 2 40 24 43 86 604 14
Andrews, ? ? 31 77 308 25
Christmas, J. n 31 70 251 28
Coughran, J. n 40 88 540 16
Cronk, P. y 5 10 100 64 55 122 874 14
June, L. y 2 7 100 54 57 108 247 44
Patterson, D. y na - 50 5 37 78 337 23
Plum, H. y 5 5 100 35 36 79 303 26
Seaman, C. jr. y 6 7 100 42 35 64 506 13
Tollman, S. y 5 - - 18 35 88 687 13
totals 400 860 4657 18
% of totals for store 50% 50% 38%
1828-9
Adams, J. y 5 1 na 45 43 139 31
Brown, J. y 2 1 6 27 20 55 36
Burnham, B. y 5 1 10 35 61 30 26 93 28
Busea, A. n 28 24 208 12
Guild, H. y 5 1 - 17 31 21 74 28
Mallory, E. y na 6 40 21 31 25 170 15
Russe, F. n 37 27 183 15
Thomson, A. y 3 2 na 33 21 71 30
Trickey, P. y 8 2 92 200 191 31 26 60 43
Warren, B. p* 37 27 106 25
totals 330 260 1159 22
% of totals for store 41% 40% 26%
* p = duplicated name in census
na = not available (used selectively) 
- = none
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Table 7
Customers Buying No Alcohol: Some Details
Yonge Mills
(1808-9, 1828-9)
1808-9 1828-9
number 19 20
number linked 9 11
number of women 5 4
total debits all accounts 714sh 597sh
largest single debit 158sh 87sh
average assessment £90 £109
(for those assessed)
average cultivated acres 29 32
(for those with land)
20 sh = £1 = $4.00
0
1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 0
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
total debits (shillings)
0
5
1 0
1 5
2 0
2 5
3 0
3 5
4 0
4 5
5 0
0 5 0 100 150 200 250 300
total debits (shillings)
Conclusion
Because the accounts of purchases at one store are
unlikely to reveal all of anyone’s actual alcohol
consumption, conclusions from them have to be
tentative.37 In both years, a substantial majority of
customers bought alcohol, but they did so in
varying quantities. And no one bought the total
amount needed to sustain the “moderate” rate of
consumption of a half-pint per day over an entire
year. The accounts of men such as Busea and Russe
in the summer of 1828 look very much like what
we would expect from the standard stories of
pioneer drinking habits. But not even they
purchased alcohol at this rate from this store for
more than a brief period. Despite the switch to
whisky as the main form of alcohol sold, there was
an element of choice in alcohol consumption,
evident for example in sales of higher priced spirits
in 1808-9 and rum in 1828-9.38
Are the variations among customers
significant? I think so. Most importantly, they
provide a measure against which to set the
anecdotal accounts of pioneer drinking ; they invite
asking standard economic history questions, how
much, by whom, when, at what price? They
suggest adding choice, moderate drinking and
perhaps even abstinence to our repertoire of
consumer stories concerning pioneer alcohol. Here,
as also in stores studied in 1861, many of the
principal customers were not farmers ; whether
farmers drank less, or acquired alcohol differently,
cannot be known from these data. 
At a larger level, we would do well to think of
many anecdotes about alcohol in pioneer society
essentially as moral stories, not precise descriptions
of the everyday life of most Upper Canadians. This
is not to deny the tragedies and violence associated
with alcohol (or student interest in such tales), just
to say that we need to reflect closely on the stories,
preferably using evidence from actual lives lived. It
is a commentary on our preferred methods of
historical research that we so often repeat
essentially equivalent stories, when we might
instead seek ways to confirm or revise them
through other kinds of research. There are many
account books in various archives, from a variety of
settings ; even if they cannot be definitive either,
they can give us new and perhaps better
consumption stories. From this brief example, is it
possible to argue that our whole vision of pioneer
alcohol consumption needs revisiting, free of the
deep bias that comes from using temperance
literature as its principal source?
Figure 1
Alcohol Purchases, Larger Accounts, 1808-1809
Figure 2
Alcohol Purchases, Larger Accounts, 1828-1829
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34. Abigail Comstock bought 6 quarts during the 1808-9
year, and Hannah Whitney bought a single quart of
whisky in January 1829.
35. It should be added that only one person with an account
under 50/ bought as much as 5 quarts of alcohol in the
year ; of the 21 such smaller accounts, 14 bought no
alcohol.
36. A further alternative, that they traded grain directly with
a distillery in return for whisky, needs to be further
investigated. In the case of Yonge Mills, it was mainly by-
products and inferior grain that went to the nearby
distilleries.
37. The likelihood of their buying all year at peak rates of
purchase indicated on accounts at this store may also be
addressed via close reading of their accounts for other
standard commodities and via speculation on prevalent
wage rates and other indicators of incomes. For example,
if the principal buyers of alcohol tended to have larger
total accounts, how realistic is it to imagine that they had
equivalent accounts at other stores or had large tavern
accounts?
38. Only 6 of 31 1828-9 customers who bought 12 or more
quarts of alcohol bought only whisky ; these include
Warren and Thomson (Table 5-B) ; 8 bought brandy, rum,
and whisky.
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